Neuronal typology of the thalamic area triangularis of Gallotia galloti (reptilia, sauria).
In a Golgi study of the area triangularis (AT), a rostral nucleus of the ventral thalamus of Gallotia galloti, we have identified four major neuronal types on the basis of their morphological characteristics: medium-sized fusiforms with two processes, medium-sized fusiforms with three or four processes, small bipolars, and small and medium-sized multipolars. These neurons are characterized by a simple morphology and radial arrangement. Cell size varies from small to medium, and all axons project laterally. These characteristics distinguish AT neurons from those of neighboring nuclei. In addition, we found some evidence of differential topographic distribution of each neuronal type within the nucleus. Medium-sized fusiform neurons with two processes are located in the most ventral part, where they constitute the ventral nuclear limit. Small multipolar neurons prevail in the dorsal and ventromedial parts, and in the rest of the nucleus medium-sized neurons, including both fusiform with three or four processes and multipolar types, are normally found. Finally, we discuss a putative homology of the reptilian AT with a part of the mammalian zona incerta.